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Run up to the Budget, 2017 
Why pay panel report may not be so taxing? 
The Seventh Pay Commission recommendations hang 
heavy over Budget 2016-17, but the Finance Ministry is 
optimistic that besides a direct tax boost, there will be a 
consumption stimulus thanks to higher disposable 
income with Central staff and a consequent jump in 
indirect tax collection. 
 
Budget may drop plan, non-plan classification of 
expenditure  
The Centre is looking to do away with the practice of 
classifying expenditure as ‘plan and non-plan’ in the 
Budget documents as part of an effort to improve the link 
between spending and outcomes,  
 
Phasing out plan of deductions under the Income-tax 
Act  
Finance Minister may phasing out plan of deductions 
under the Income-tax Act. The Government proposes to 
implement this decision in the following manner: 

•! Profit linked, investment linked and area based 
deductions will be phased out for both corporate 
and non-corporate tax payers. 

•! The provisions having a sunset date will not be 
modified to advance the sunset date. Similarly 
the sunset dates provided in the Act will not be 
extended. 

•! In case of tax incentives with no terminal date, a 
sunset date of 31.3.2017 will be provided either 
for commencement of the activity or for claim of 
benefit depending upon the structure of the 
relevant provisions of the Act. 

•! There will be no weighted deduction with effect 
from 01. 04.2017. 

Excise exemptions may be whittled in Budget 
The government might consider pruning the list of 
around 300 goods exempt from excise duty in the Budget 
to make up for the extra expenditure on account of 
higher government salaries and defence pensions in the 
next financial year. The Seventh Pay Commission's 
recommendation of a 23.55 per cent increase in pay and 
allowances of government employees from January 1, 
will need an estimated Rs 1.02 lakh crore extra 
expenditure. The Centre plans to bring down its fiscal 
deficit to 3.5 per cent of gross domestic product in 2016-
17, from the 3.9 per cent target this financial year. 
 

Is govt planning to hike service tax rate in Budget 
2016?  
Since coming to power, the NDA government has 
already increased the service tax rate once. It was 
increased from 12.36 percent to 14 percent this fiscal 
year, along with an imposition of Swachh Bharat cess of 
0.5 percent on all services from November 15.  While 
Arvind Subramanian's mid-year review on the economy 
makes a strong case for straying from the fiscal path to 
give a fillip to the economy and to meet public 
expenditure requirements, questions are being raised on 
whether such a move will be prudent in the long term.  
But this against the backdrop of implementation of the 
Seventh Pay Commission and One Rank One Pension 
(OROP) in the next financial year, also makes a case for 
rising government expenditure requirement. Finance 
minister Arun Jaitley, meanwhile, hopes to bring down 
fiscal deficit to 3.5 percent in 2016-17. To meet the 
revenue needs, many believe the finance minister can 
most certainly raise the service tax rate by 2 percentage 
points — from current 14 percent to 16 percent — next 
fiscal year, considering that the Chief Economic Advisor 
Arvind Subramanian-headed committee has 
recommended a standard rate of 16.9-18.9 percent under 
the proposed goods and services tax (GST) regime, a 
Business Standard report says. Since coming to power, 
the NDA government has already increased the service 
tax rate once. It was increased from 12.36 percent to 14 
percent this fiscal year, along with an imposition of 
Swachh Bharat cess of 0.5 percent on all services from 
November 15. The BS report also says that in the first 
eight months of the current financial year, the service tax 
revenue expanded by 25 percent over a year ago to Rs 
1.27 lakh crore, or 61 percent of the Budget target of Rs 
2.09 lakh crore. The report quoting unnamed sources 
also says that discussions and consultations are already 
on and services is an area that the government is looking 
at to meet revenue needs. 
 
Direct Taxes 
CBDT enhances monetary limits for filing appeals by 
the Department & gives It retrospective effect. 
The CBDT has, as a measure for reducing litigation, 
issued Circular 21/2015 dated 10.12.2015 increasing the 
monetary limits for filing of appeals by the department 
before the ITAT and High Courts and SLP before the 
Supreme Court. The notable aspect is that the CBDT has 
directed that the said instruction shall apply 
retrospectively to pending appeals and that all appeals 
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below the specified tax limits should be withdrawn/ not 
pressed. However, appeals before the Supreme Court are 
to be governed by the limits operative at the time that the 
appeal was filed. 
Henceforth, appeals/ SLPs shall not be filed in cases 
where the tax effect does not exceed the monetary limits 
given hereunder: – 
Appeals in Income-tax matters Monetary Limit (in Rs.) 
1. Before Appellate Tribunal: 10,00,000/- 
2. Before High Court:  20,00,000/- 
3. Before Supreme Court: 25,00,000/- 
It is clarified that an appeal should not be filed merely 
because the tax effect in a case exceeds the monetary 
limits prescribed above. Filing of appeal in such cases is 
to be decided on merits of the case. 
For this purpose, “tax effect” means the difference 
between the tax on the total income assessed and the tax 
that would have been chargeable had such total income 
been reduced by the amount of income in respect of the 
issues against which appeal is intended to be filed 
(hereinafter referred to as “disputed issues”). However 
the tax will not include any interest thereon, except 
where chargeability of interest itself is in dispute. In case 
the chargeability of interest is the issue under dispute, the 
amount of interest shall be the tax effect. In cases where 
returned loss is reduced or assessed as income, the tax 
effect would include notional tax on disputed additions. 
In case of penalty orders, the tax effect will mean 
quantum of penalty deleted or reduced in the order to be 
appealed against. 
 
New Rule for issue of Form 15CA and 15CB 
The CBDT has amended Rule 37 BB of the Income-tax 
Rules and made notable changes which are as under: 

•! No Form 15CA and 15CB will be required to be 
furnished by an individual for remittance which 
do not requiring RBI approval under its LRS. 

•! Further the list of payments of specified nature 
mentioned in Rule 37 BB which do not require 
submission of Forms 15CA and 15CB has been 
expanded from 28 to 33 including payments for 
imports.  

•! A CA certificate in Form No. 15CB will be 
required to be furnished only in respect of such 
payments made to non-residents which are 
chargeable to tax and the amount of payment 
during the year exceeds Rs. 5 lakh. 

The furnishing of information for payment to a non-
resident, not being a company, or to a foreign company 
in Form 15CA has been classified into 4 parts- Part A, 
Part B, Part C and Part D, wherein: 
Part A: Where the remittance is chargeable to tax under 
the provisions of the Income-tax Act,1961 and the 

remittance or the aggregate of such remittances does not 
exceed five lakh rupees during the financial year.  
Part B: Where the remittance is chargeable to tax under 
the provisions of the Income-tax Act,1961 and the 
remittance or the aggregate of such remittances does not 
exceed five lakh rupees during the financial year and an 
order/ certificate u/s 195(2)/ 195(3)/ 197 of Income-tax 
Act has been obtained from the Assessing Officer. 
Part C: Where remittance is chargeable to tax under the 
provisions of Income-tax Act, 1961 and the remittance or 
the aggregate of such remittances exceeds five lakh 
rupees during the financial year and a certificate in Form 
No. 15CB from an accountant as defined in the 
Explanation below sub-section (2) of section 288 has 
been obtained. 
Part D: Where the remittance is not chargeable to tax 
under the provisions of the Income-tax Act,1961 {other 
than payments referred to in rule 37BB(3)} by the person 
referred to in rule 37BB(2). 
 
Income tax department amends rules to reduce 
transfer pricing litigation. 
The income tax department on Tuesday amended the 
rules regarding cross-border taxation to bring more 
certainty and reliability in the way officers scrutinize if 
MNC transactions are designed to suppress profits. The 
department said that rules to assess the income of MNCs 
from their India operations based on the benchmark of 
arm’s length price have been amended in the case of both 
international transactions as well as specified domestic 
transactions. The amended rules allow for introduction of 
a ‘range concept’ and use of multiple year data for tax 
assessment work. Accordingly, if value of a cross-border 
transaction within a group of companies falls within the 
specified range, no income adjustment will be made. 
 
CBDT releases draft POEM rules   
The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) on 
Wednesday issued a set of draft guidelines for 
determining the place of effective management (POEM) 
of companies for taxation purpose. The new rules are 
significant because if POEM of a firm with operations in 
India and abroad is considered to be in India, its tax 
liability in India could potentially rise. If POEM of a 
firm is in India, then its worldwide income — not just 
income from Indian operations — would be taxed here. 
 
CBDT looks to connect with taxpayers online in 
smaller cases 
The Income Tax department has started a pilot project of 
using e-mails for sending notices, getting replies as well 
as carrying out tax assessments in an attempt to make 
sure taxpayers don't have to visit I-T offices physically in 
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smaller cases. The Central Board of Direct Taxes 
(CBDT) has identified non-corporate charges at five 
locations and 100 initial cases for e-hearing. "In order to 
improve taxpayer services, enhance efficiency and usher 
in a paperless environment for carrying out assessment 
proceedings, CBDT has decided to initiate the concept of 
using e-mail for corresponding with tax payers and 
sending through e-mails the questionnaires, notice... and 
getting responses from them using the same medium on a 
pilot basis," a CBDT notice of October 19 said. 
 
Income Tax Department simplifies online 
rectification of TDS in ITR 
The finance ministry said a new facility has been 
provided for pre-filling of TDS schedule.  Aimed at 
making life easier for tax payers, the I-T department 
today said it has simplified the process of online 
rectification of incorrect details of tax deducted at source 
(TDS) filed in the income tax return (ITR). 
Earlier, taxpayers were required to fill in complete 
details of the entire TDS schedule while applying for 
rectification on the e-filing portal of the I-T Department. 
To avoid this, the finance ministry said a new facility has 
been provided for pre-filling of TDS schedule while 
submitting online rectification request on the e-filing 
portal to facilitate easy correction or updating of TDS 
details. 
"This is expected to considerably ease the burden of 
compliance on the taxpayers seeking rectification due to 
TDS mismatch," an official statement said. 
Errors due to incomplete TDS details in rectification 
applications were leading to delays in processing of such 
applications, thereby causing hardships to taxpayers, it 
added. 
 
Income Tax: Recent case laws 
1.  Interest paid on borrowed sums further advanced 

to subsidiary company for purpose of facilitating 
the subsidiary in meeting out its working capital 
requirement is allowable as business expenditure 
u/s 36(1)(iii): SC. 
Held Yes: The AO disallowed the interest paid on 
borrowed amount utilized for giving advance to its 
subsidiary company stating that that money borrowed 
was not used for business purposes. Whereas the 
assessee contented that the amount was advanced in 
compliance of the stipulations laid down by the 
financial institutions to which undertaking was given 
by the assessee for the purpose of providing 
additional margin to the subsidiary company to meet 
the working capital for meeting any cash loses. 
Hon’ble Supreme Court applied the view taken by 
Delhi High Court in CIT v. Dalmia Cement (B.) Ltd. 

2002 (254) ITR 377 wherein the High Court had held 
that “once it is established that there is nexus between 
the expenditure and the purpose of business (which 
need not necessarily be the business of the assessee 
itself), the Revenue cannot justifiably claim to put 
itself in the arm-chair of the businessman or in the 
position of the Board of Directors and assume the role 
to decide how much is reasonable expenditure having 
regard to the circumstances of the case”. 
Held that_the advance to subsidiary company became 
imperative as business expediency in view of the 
undertaking given to the financial institutions by the 
assessee. Appeal of assessee is allowed. Hero Cycles 
(P) Ltd. Vs. CIT, C.A. No. 514 of 2008, Date of 
Judgement: 05.11.2015, Supreme Court of India 

2.! Business Expenditure 40(a)(ia)  
In favour of: Assessee: For disallowing expenses 
from business and profession on ground that tax has 
not been deducted at source, impugned amount must 
be one that is payable and not one which has been 
paid by end of year.  Income Tax Officer Vs Arun 
Kumar : (2015) 45 CCH 0302 DelTrib  

3. Transfer Pricing: Important legal principles on 
whether an adjustment for Advertisement & Market 
Promotion (AMP) expenses can be made on the basis 
that there is an assumed “international transaction” 
with the AE because the advertisement expenditure of 
the Indian company is “excessive” explained: Maruti 
Suzuki India Limited vs. CIT (Delhi High Court) 
The transfer pricing adjustment is not expected to be 
made by deducing from the difference between the 
‘excessive’ AMP expenditure incurred by the 
Assessee and the AMP expenditure of a comparable 
entity that an international transaction exists and then 
proceed to make the adjustment of the difference in 
order to determine the value of such AMP 
expenditure incurred for the AE. And, yet, that is 
what appears to have been done by the Revenue in the 
present case. It first arrived at the ‘bright line’ by 
comparing the AMP expenses incurred by MSIL with 
the average percentage of the AMP expenses incurred 
by the comparable entities. Since on applying the 
BLT, the AMP spend of MSIL was found ‘excessive’ 
the Revenue deduced the existence of an international 
transaction. It then added back the excess expenditure 
as the transfer pricing ‘adjustment’. This runs counter 
to legal position explained in CIT v. EKL Appliances 
Ltd. (2012) 345 ITR 241 (Del), which required a TPO 
“to examine the ‘international transaction’ as he 
actually finds the same.” In other words the very 
existence of an international transaction cannot be a 
matter for inference or surmise. 

4. Permanent Establishment Ruling:  
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In favour of Assessee: As project executed by 
Applicant in India continued only for 178 days in 
fiscal year and as duration of project was less than 
183 days in a fiscal year, Permanent Establishment of 
Applicant could not be constituted in India as per the 
provisions of Article 5.3 of the India-Singapore 
DTAA, hence business profits accruing or arising to 
Applicant by way of execution of project under 
reference was taxable only in country where 
Applicant was resident, as per Article 7.1 of India-
Singapore DTAA. Tiong Woon Project & 
Contracting (Pte) Limited., Vs In RE : (2015) 94 
CCH 0119 IAAR 

5. Penalty u/s 271(1)(C)  
In favour of: Assessee: Mere making of claim, that is 
not sustainable in law, by itself, shall not amount to 
furnishing inaccurate particulars regarding the income 
of Assessee and such claim made by Assessee in 
return, shall also not amount to inaccurate particulars 
attracting any levy of penalty. Tax & Anr. Vs Euro 
Footwear Ltd. & Anr. : (2015) 94 CCH 0128 AllHC. 

6. Section 54F utilization of sales proceeds: Whether to 
avail benefit of Section 54F of the Income Tax Act, 
1961, is it required to utilize the sale proceeds of the 
original capital asset only for purchase of the new 
asset. Held: No 
The AO denied the benefits of Section 54F for the 
reason that assessee not entirely sourced the amount 
invested in new assets from capital gain receipts and 
investment was made after taking loan from his 
employer. Assessee contented that due to non-
availability of sales consideration at the time of 
investment he made investment out of loan amount. 
Hon’ble High Court followed the decision of the 
Kerala High Court in the case of ITO vs K.C. 
Gopalan (1999) 107 Taxman 591 (Ker.) wherein it 
was held that no provision is made by the statute that 
the assessee should utilize the amount which he 
obtained by way of sale consideration for the purpose 
of meeting the cost of new asset. Further, it was held 
that the law permits utilization of capital gain within 
the specified time, the assessee may use such funds 
for other purposes and may find resources from other 
source for investment in time. Appeal is dismissed.  
CIT Vs. Shri Kapil Kumar Agarwal, I.T.A. No. 12 of 
2015, High Court of P & H 

7.  Commission earned by a non-resident agent 
Commission earned by a non-resident agent who 
carried on business of selling Indian goods outside 
India cannot be said have deemed to be income which 
has accrued and/or arisen in India. Circular No. 23 of 
1969 & Circular No.786 of 2000 were withdrawn on 
22.10.2009. The withdrawal of a Circular cannot have 

retrospective operation in CIT v/s. Toshoku Ltd. 125 
ITR 525 the Apex Court held that the commission 
earned by the non-resident agent who carried on the 
business of selling Indian goods outside India, cannot 
be said have deemed to be income which has accrued 
and/or arisen in India. Circular No. 23 of 1969 and its 
reiteration in Circular No.786 of 2000 were in force 
during the Assessment Years. It was only 
subsequently i.e. on 22nd October, 2009 that the 
earlier Circular of 1969 were withdrawn. However, 
such subsequent withdrawal of an earlier Circular 
cannot have retrospective operation as held in UTI v. 
P. K. Unny 249 ITR 612: CIT v. Gujarat Reclaim & 
Rubber Products (Bombay High Court) 

8. Rule 14A: 
In favour of: Assessee: Expenditure in relation to 
income which is exempt shall be aggregate of 
expenditure attributable to tax exempt income, and 
where there is common expenditure, that cannot be 
attributed to either tax exempt income or taxable 
income. Pr. Commissioner Of Income Tax Vs Bharti 
Overseas Pvt. Ltd. : (2015) 94 Cch 0157 Del HC. 

 
Indirect Tax: 
Changes required in Rule 6A of the Service tax Rules, 
1994 
Services provided by Indian establishments of an entity 
to overseas establishment of same entity to be 
considered as exports. 
Under Section 65B(44) of the Act an establishment of a 
person in taxable territory and any of his other 
establishments in non-taxable territory is treated as 
establishment of distinct persons. Accordingly, as per 
CBEC‘s Education Guide where a service has been 
provided by an overseas establishment of an entity to the 
Indian establishment of the same entity the recipient 
establishment in India would be liable to pay service tax 
on the said services under reverse charge mechanism. 
However, in a reverse scenario (i.e. exports) where a 
service has been provided by an Indian establishment of 
an entity to the overseas establishment of the same entity 
the services would not be considered as exports in view 
of the express 
provisions of Rule 6A(1)(f). In such a scenario, the 
benefit of exports would not be available in the context 
of Cenvat Credit Rules. Hence the service provider 
would have to reverse proportionate cenvat credit 
attributable to such exports under Rule 6(3) of the 
Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004 since the services would be 
considered as an exempt service as the place of provision 
of such services is outside India. Moreover no rebate of 
service tax paid on input services would also be 
available. This would result in making the exports 
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costlier, which is not the intention of the legislature. 
Further the deeming fiction for import of services that 
the transaction in effect is in between two separate 
entities should also be applicable for exports with no 
dilution. 
Hence it is hereby suggested that Clause (f) to Rule 
6A(1) of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 maybe deleted. 
 
Withdrawal of cases pending before HC/CESTAT on 
the basis of earlier Supreme Courts decision on the 
identical matters. 
The matter relating to the large number of appeals 
pending/ filed in the CESTAT/ High Court has been a 
matter of concern.  In this regard it has been decided to 
withdraw cases pending in High Court/ CESTAT, where 
Supreme Court has decided on an identical matter and 
the decision has been accepted by the Department. 
However, the whole process of withdrawal requires an 
elaborate exercise to be undertaken by the 
Commissioners concerned, with the approval of the 
jurisdictional Chief Commissioner where the appellant or 
petitioner is the jurisdictional Commissioner. 
It has therefore been decided with the approval of the 
Competent authority that the Committee of Principal 
Chief Commissioners/ Chief Commissioners of Customs, 
CE or Service Tax (as the case may be ) constituted 
under Section 129D of the Customs Act, Section 35E of 
the Central Excise Act, and Section 86(2) of the Finance 
Act,1994 shall, in addition to the statutory function of 
review under the above provisions, henceforth also call 
for and examine all appeals filed in the respective High 
Courts and CESTAT benches falling in their jurisdiction. 
Whenever such appeals are covered by a Supreme Court 
decision, which has been accepted by the Department, 
the committee shall by order direct such Commissioner 
or any other Commissioner to apply in the Appellate 
Tribunal/High Court for withdrawal of such appeals. 
This shall however be subject to: 
a.    Wherever there are more than one issue involved in 
an appeal and the SC's decision pertains to only one of 
these, these appeals will not be covered by this 
instruction. 
b.     Wherever there are substantial questions of law and 
the SC decision has not been passed on these, those 
appeals will not be covered by this instruction. 
Principal Chief Commissioners/ Chief Commissioners 
will submit a monthly report to the Board (JS Review) of 
the number of cases reviewed in this regard, and the 
number of appeals withdrawn in the format enclosed. 
 
Recent case laws Indirect Tax: 
1. Natural Justice:  

In favour of Assessee: Where Adjudicating authority 
had not adhered to principles of natural justice in its 
proceedings, Assessee deserved a chance to put forth 
their case convincingly and in interest of justice, 
matter was justified to be remanded back to 
adjudicating authority with direction to give Assessee 
opportunity of personal hearing. Commissioner Of 
Service Tax Ahmedabad Vs M/S. Gala Landmark 
Pvt. Limited: (2015) 22 CCHST 1407 AhdTrib. 

2. Business Auxiliary Service  
In favour of the Assessee: Where activity of assessee 
was equally classifiable under Business Auxiliary 
Service as also under Management, Maintenance or 
Repair Services; however, since Business Auxiliary 
Service came into existence before Management, 
Maintenance or Repair Service same had to be 
adopted, then assessee would be entitled to the benefit 
of exemption notification provided thereunder. Zenith 
(Bangalore) Rollers Pvt. Ltd. Vs Commissioner Of 
Customs, Central Excise And Service Tax 
Hyderabad Iv : (2015) 22 CCHST 1212 BangTrib  

3. Tour Operator Services  
In favour of: Revenue Section 76 of the Finance Act 
fairly provides for imposition of penalty for delayed 
payments made by an assessee and assessee’s claim 
that interest should be treated as penal in nature could 
not be accepted inasmuch as same would render 
provisions of s 76 as futile and otiose.  
M/S. Deeksha Travels Pvt. Ltd. Vs Commissioner Of 
Service Tax, Bangalore: (2015) 22 CCHST 1211 
BangTrib  

4. Refund Claim  
In favour of: Assessee (by Remand): Assessee would 
be entitled to refund for export of software, even if it 
was non-taxable item and refund of unutilized credit 
was admissible to assessee on furnishing of 
particulars of tax paid by them.  Cestat Bangalore  
Thomson Corporation (International) Pvt. Ltd. Vs 
Commissioner Of Service Tax Bangalore : (2015) 22 
CCHST 1213 BangTrib 

5. CENVAT Credit cannot be restricted where 
taxpayer does not avail exemption and pays 
service tax on exempted services on its own 
Volition. 
The taxpayer was engaged in providing chartered 
accountants, among other services. The services of 
the taxpayer, involving representation before a 
statutory authority and services provided to units in 
Special Economic Zones (“SEZ”), were exempt from 
service tax under Notification 25/2006 dated July 13, 
2006 and Notification 4/2004 dated March 31, 2004 
respectively. In this case, as the taxpayer provided 
composite chartered accountant services i.e. involving 
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both representational as well as drafting and 
compliance chartered accountant services, and 
therefore deposited service tax on the entire quantum 
of chartered accountant services provided to its 
clients. Similarly the taxpayer did not avail the benefit 
of service tax exemption on services provided to the 
SEZ unit and discharged full service tax. The RA 
contented that CENVAT Credit should be restricted 
since the taxpayer provided both taxable and 
exempted services, even though the taxpayer had paid 
the service tax on its own volition without availing 
the benefit of exemption. 
The CESTAT observed that there was no provision 
under the service tax law [unlike section 5A of the 
CEA, which stipulates that in case of absolute and 
unconditional exemption, the taxpayer cannot choose 
to pay service tax. The CESTAT also observed that 
Notification 4/2004 does not grant absolute and 
unconditional exemption since it requires the service 
recipient to maintain records. The CESTAT held that 
the taxpayer was not prohibited from paying service 
tax on exempted services. The CESTAT further held 
that the taxpayer did not provide both exempted and 
taxable services and accordingly the restriction of 
credit availment would not apply. M/s Deloitte 
Haskins and Sells vs CCE, Thane-I [Appeal No 
ST/200 & 211/10, CESTAT Mumbai] 

6. Club or Association service - Respondents who are a 
Co-operative Housing Society were collecting 
monthly subscription from its members and utilized 
the funds so collected to manage, maintain and 
administer the buildings - Department sought to 
impose Service Tax on such service provided - 
Commissioner(A) setting aside the order and, 
therefore, Revenue in appeal along with a stay 
application. Held - Matter stands covered in favour of 
respondent in view of various decisions of the High 
Courts & Tribunals - Stay petition and appeal filed by 
Revenue dismissed: CESTAT  - Appeal dismissed : 
Mumbai CESTAT CST Vs Apsara Co-Op Housing 
Society Ltd. 

7. CENVAT Credit for Taxable Service:  Manpower 
supply, security services, professional service, courier 
services, rent-a-cab services and cleaning services - 
Assessee is a multiplex cinema hall and providing 
services namely, advertisement agency service which 
is a taxable service and movie theater operation 
service which is an exempted service - No separate 
accounts maintained for input service - On analyzing 
usage of said services, it is clear that these services 
have been used by assessee for advertisement agency 
service - It cannot be held that assessee has used 
above mentioned services exclusively for providing 

movie theatre operation services - Commissioner (A) 
has rightly allowed cenvat credit to assessee: Appeal 
rejected : Delhi CESTAT CCE & ST Vs Inox 
Leisure Ltd. 

8. Medicines, drugs, stents, valves, implants and other 
consumables provided to a patient during a 
medical procedure/ treatment shall not be liable to 
VAT. 
The taxpayers were engaged in providing medical 
services wherein medicines, drugs, stents etc 
(“medicines”) were administered to patients during 
medical treatment. The RA alleged that supply of 
medicines in the course of medical treatment partakes 
the character of a ‘sale’ and would be liable to VAT 
under the provisions of the Punjab Value Added Tax 
Act, 2005. The HC relied on the decisions of the HC 
in the cases of Tata Main Hospital and International 
Hospital Private Limited respectively and observed 
that:  
• A transaction or a part thereof, which is essentially a 
service, would not qualify as a sale within the 
meaning of Sales of Goods Act, 1930, to attract value 
added tax (‘VAT’);  
• The fiction of deemed sale applies only to such 
situations that are provided within sub-clauses of 
Article 366(29-A) of the Constitution of India, which 
permit severance of the service element from the sale 
element and empowers the State to tax the element of 
sale;  
• Article 366 (29-A) of the Constitution of India does 
not cover medical services provided by hospitals;  
• The dominant purpose of a hospital is to provide 
medical treatment which necessarily involves supply 
of medicines, drug, stunts, implants etc without which 
medical services cannot be completed In view of the 
observations made above, it was held that the supply 
of drugs, medicines, implant, etc were integral to 
medical services/ procedures and cannot be severed to 
infer a ‘sale’ liable to VAT. Fortis Health Care 
Limited and Anr vs State of Punjab and Otrs [Civil 
Writ Petition Nos 1922-1924 of 2012, Punjab & 
Haryana (HC) 

9. Imposition of Penalty u/s 76 & 78, In favour of: 
Assessee: Even if penalties under Section 76 and 78 
were not mutually exclusive, once penalty was 
imposed under Section 78, penalty under Section 76 
need not be imposed. M/S. Hari Om Telecom Vs 
Cce, Chandigarh : (2015) 22 CCHST 1412 DelTrib  

10. Utilization of CENVAT credit for service tax 
payment under reverse charge: 
Transport of goods by road/goods transport agency 
Service—Tax Demand—Utilization of Cenvat 
credit—Commissioner (Appeals) allowed Appeal of 
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Respondent-Assessee by setting aside tax demand 
confirmed by Primary Adjudicating Authority—
Primary Adjudicating Authority confirmed tax 
demand on ground that, Cenvat Credit could not be 
utilized for payment of service tax on GTA service 
under reverse charge mechanism—Issue involved in 
Assessee’s Appeal was if service tax could be paid on 
GTA service under reversed charge mechanism by 
utilization of cenvat credit—Held,  Punjab & Haryana 
High Court in the case of CCE, Chandigarh vs. Nahar 
Industrial Enterprises, held that service tax on GTA 
service under reverse charge mechanism could be 
paid by utilizing cenvat credit—Issue was covered 
against Revenue by judgement of P & H High 
Court—Revenue’s Appeal was dismissed. Cce, 
Indore Vs M/s. Uflex Limited : (2015) 22 CCHST 
1397 DelTrib 

11. Service Tax: Reverse Charge  
In favour of: Assessee: Where assessee had paid 
Service Tax on amount paid to Foreign Service 
provider by debiting same from their CENVAT 
account and also mentioned same in their Returns 
time to time, no tax demand could be sustained 
against assessee.:  Avaya Global Connect Ltd. Vs 
Commissioner, Central Excise & Service Tax, 
Ahmedabad : (2015) 22 CCHST 1384 Cestat 
Ahmedabad  

 
HC direction to Centre: Consider exempting 
educational services, insurance firms from service tax 
net. 
The Madras High Court has directed the Centre to 
consider exempting private educational coaching 
institutes and life insurance companies from payment of 
service tax. 
A division bench of the court comprising justices R 
Sudhakar and V.M.Velumani gave the direction on a PIL 
filed by advocate R.Lakshmanan, who said it was unfair 
to impose service tax on parents who choose to send 
their children to private coaching classes because the 
state failed to provide best education. 
"The government must provide excellent coaching as it 
was done in countries such as the United States and 
United Kingdom or at least give service tax exemption 
by listing coaching institutes under the negative list of 
services as per Section 66D of the Finance Act, 1994," 
he said. 
Similarly, he also sought a direction to exempt payments 
towards life insurance premium from service tax net 
since people take insurance policies solely for the benefit 
of their family members and other dependants. 
The petitioner said when the Centre had included betting, 
gambling and lottery in the negative list of services, it 

had not provided similar exemption to private 
educational coaching institutions. 
 
Miscellaneous 
Tax collection may fall Rs 50,000 crore short of 
Budget target  
The government admitted that tax collection may fall 5-7 
per cent (around Rs 50,000 crore) short of the Budget 
target, but expressed confidence that the economy will 
clock more than 7.5 per cent growth this fiscal. 
 
RBI issues norms for pricing banks’ advances 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Thursday notified 
guidelines for banks for pricing their advances with 
reference to the marginal cost of funds based lending rate 
(MCLR). Currently the base rate, the minimum lending 
rate, is priced with reference to the average cost of funds. 
“Banks may specify interest reset dates on their floating 
rate loans and they will have the option to offer loans 
with reset dates linked either to the date of sanction of 
the loan/credit limits or to the date of review of MCLR,” 
the central bank said. RBI said all rupee loans sanctioned 
and credit limits renewed with effect from April 1, 2016 
will be priced with reference to the MCLR which will be 
the internal benchmark for such purposes. 
 
Temples weigh gold monetization, but 'melting' a 
dampener: Source: PTI 
As the government seeks to monetise gold worth an 
estimated $1 trillion lying idle, all eyes are on their 
biggest repositories - the temples - but many of them fear 
that 'melting' of the ornaments donated by devotees may 
hurt religious sentiments. 
Officials at a number of rich and famous temples across 
the country said they may not be able to immediately 
participate in the scheme, while a few others said the 
scheme was worth exploring but a final decision was yet 
to be taken. 
For some temples, including Sree Padmanabhaswamy 
Temple in Kerala and the Shirdi Sai Baba temple in 
Maharashtra, the ongoing court cases are coming in the 
way. 
The interest remains lukewarm among major temples in 
Kerala, Karnataka, Telangana and Rajasthan among 
other states, while a few in Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal 
and Gujarat have shown initial interest. 
However, most of them are concerned about issues like 
loss of value in the melting process and the religious 
sentiments of the devotees who donate gold ornaments in 
the name of the deities of the respective temples. 
The Gold Monetisation Scheme, an ambitious initiative 
launched by prime minister Narendra Modi last month, 
aims to bring an estimated 22,000 tonnes of gold lying 
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idle with households, religious institutions and others 
into the financial system in return for a regular interest 
payout and the market-linked appreciation value. 
The gold can be deposited even in the jewellery form, 
but it gets melted and the value is determined after 
testing its purity. The depositor can choose an option to 
get back the gold at a later date in the equivalent of '995 
fineness gold or Indian rupees' as they desire, but not in 
the same form. 
 
Property can be registered below circle fee, rules 
Delhi HC 
In a landmark verdict that will benefit thousands of land 
owners in Delhi, the high court on Wednesday allowed 
registration of properties even if valued below the 
minimum circle rate of the area. 
A bench of chief justice G Rohini and justice R S 
Endlaw relied on provisions of the Indian Stamp Act to 
revive discretionary powers vested with the state 
government under Section 47A to register sale of 
property below the local circle rate. Over time, the 
government had come to treat circle rate as the absolute 
measure of registering properties, despite the Stamp Act 
giving room for maneuver. 
The bench has provided property owners an opportunity 
to convince the Collector of Stamps why their asset 
should be valued below the circle rate of the area. The 
registrar/sub registrar will now accept such 
sale/conveyance deeds and forward it to the Collector of 
Stamps before whom the property owner can 
appear and explain the reasons for lower valuation of his 
property. 
The HC recognized that there may be various reasons for 
low valuation, such as a property being disputed, having 
unauthorized occupants, poor location etc. 
Till now, if the valuation of a property was lower than 
the prevailing circle rate, the registrar summarily rejected 
it. 
Section 47A says, "If the registering officer while 
registering any instrument transferring any property, has 
reason to believe that the value of the property or the 
consideration, as the case may be has not been truly set 
forth in the instrument, he may, after registering such 
instrument, refer the same to Collector for determination 
of the value and proper duty payable." It also empowers 
the Collector to give a chance to the owner to give an 
explanation, and then conduct an independent enquiry 
before determining the actual worth of the property. 
The HC made it clear that circle rate circulars issued by 
Delhi government from time to time since 2007 can no 
longer come in the way of registration of a property. Its 
directions came on a bunch of PILs filed by Manu 
Narang, Amit Gupta and Atul Gupta arguing that "no 

absolute benchmark can be fixed and dictated for 
determination of the minimum price of any property 
since prices of property vary from place to place, person 
to person and due to various other factors." 
The PILs challenged Delhi government's circulars issued 
from 2007 till 2014 hiking circle rates after every 
revision. 
 
Indian Startups Are Attracting Corporate Heavy 
Weights as Mentor. (Source: siliconindia.com) 
As the market is getting competitive, the startups are 
trying to make the most of each opportunity that come to 
them. For achieving success and giving proper guidance 
these newbie companies have to get some experience on 
board. Thus there are a lot of experienced people who are 
lending their advice for these companies and help them 
grow. Mr. Arun Sarin, the 61 year old former CEO of 
Vodafone has also extended his helping hands to the 
online cab booking firm Ola and music streaming 
company Saavan. 
This shows the growth of Indian startups and the 
potential the corporate giants see in them. Sarin not only 
became the mentor for these two firms but also has 
invested undisclosed amounts in to both startups.  Even 
the leading Indian startup like Flipkart, Snapdeal and 
PayTm are also grabbing attentions of big names to 
mentor and advice them. 
When talked about the situations managing partner of 
Hunt Partners India, Sunit Mehra stated that "It's a huge 
trend. Everybody wants to be associated with a startup at 
this point, especially those that are changing the rules,” 
whereas Ashish Goel the cofounder and chief executive 
of Urban Ladder stated about the importance of an 
advisor; "You cannot underestimate the effort it takes to 
find the right kind of advisers. It is like trying to find a 
cofounder or a partner," 
 
Govt. delays bankruptcy law, fails to break deadlock 
on GST By Reuters  
The Centre sent a proposed bankruptcy law for review on 
Wednesday, closing off a raucous Parliament session 
without transacting any major legislative business 
including a signature reform on state taxes. 
The bankruptcy law is aimed at unifying and overhauling 
rules governing the liquidation or revival of ailing 
companies into a single code and for the first time 
imposing deadlines. 
Its passage was widely considered to be a done deal after 
the government introduced the legislation as a money bill 
which could not have been blocked in the opposition 
dominated upper house. 
But Finance Minister Arun Jaitley gave in to a demand 
by some opposition members for a review by a 
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parliamentary panel. The panel has been asked to submit 
its suggestions in the first week of the session that begins 
in February. 
Mr. Jayant Sinha, Jaitley's deputy, told reporters that 
while the government would have liked to pass the bill, it 
also wanted it to be foolproof. 
The month long session was also expected to make a 
breakthrough on the passage of the proposed goods and 
services tax (GST) that has been languishing in 
parliament since last December. 
The measure is the biggest tax reform since India's 
independence from Britain in 1947. It seeks to replace a 
slew of federal and state levies, converting the nation of 
1.2 billion people into a customs union. 
But the tax bill has become a victim of a battle between 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi's BJP and the opposition 
Congress. 
Even Mr. Jaitley's offer to address some of the Congress 
party's concerns on the bill failed to paper over the 
fraying ties between the two parties. 
"April 1 is out of question," a senior finance ministry 
official said without spelling out a new timeline.  Mr. 
Sinha also shied away from setting a new date for the 
GST rollout, which he said was dependent on the 
passage of the bill. 
With political parties gearing up for a fresh set of state 
elections next year, very few are hopeful of speedier 
reforms. 
 
CEA: Growth will recover, but how fast is not certain 
Chief Economic Advisor Arvind Subramanian feels that 
to move India towards its medium-term growth trajectory 
both supply-side reforms and demand management are 
required. “On aggregate demand, both fiscal and 
monetary policy stances will need to be re-assessed to 
ensure that they strike the appropriate balance between 
the short-term need to spur demand, especially private 
investment and exports, and the long-term need of 
preserving fundamental macro-economic stability,” he 
had said in the Mid-Year Economic Analysis 2015-16. In 
a conversation with BusinessLine , Subramanian shared 
his views on the challenges fiscal consolidation pose to 
growth and why there needs to be a debate on the 
medium-term fiscal deficit goal post.  
FDI In Retail Sector Likely To Be Higher In 2016: 
KPMG Report 
The revised foreign direct investment (FDI) policy on 
retail announced by the government last month has 
allowed for the exemption of the local sourcing clause in 
single brand retail on a case by case basis, especially in 
the hi-tech and luxury products. As a result, one can 
expect to see major global brands, especially in the 
consumer electronics and luxury space, opening their 

own stores in India in 2016 and provide consumers the 
same retail experience as they do globally. 
According to a report by KPMG on the retail sector, the 
trends and expectations, with single brand retailers being 
allowed to conduct e-commerce transactions, we can 
expect to see many global brands introducing their global 
e-commerce retail platforms into India, and on the other 
hand, reducing their reliance on the existing Indian e-
commerce marketplaces. 
The report said that a significant trend that is expected to 
be seen in 2016 is brick and mortar retailers 
operationalising their own e-commerce platforms to help 
them penetrate smaller towns and villages.  
"A major retailer has already operationalised its retail e-
commerce platform in the apparel category, while 
another retailer has announced plans to create an omni-
channel footprint starting with the electronics category," 
says Rajat Wahi, partner and head, Consumer Markets, 
KPMG in India. 
Expectations in 2016 
The KPMG report said that the revised FDI policy on 
retail is expected to bring in global brands in the 
consumer electronics and luxury categories as well as 
allow brands in other categories to expand their footprint 
through their own e-commerce retail operations. In 
addition, the relaxed sourcing norms would make it 
easier for retailers to start their operations, and we could 
see some major retailers that have announced plans to 
enter India start their operations in 2016. As a result, 
investments in 2016 are expected to further pick up pace 
after slowing down in 2015. 
Retailers are expected to focus primarily on omni-
channel strategies to expand their footprint, with some of 
the top retailers already having operationalised this 
strategy starting with a single segment, like apparel or 
electronics. Existing players in the luxury and travel 
retail segments are expected to benefit from increased 
supply of retail space and high consumer demand and 
have charted aggressive expansion plans. In addition, 
with focus moving away from China, luxury brand 
 

 


